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Summary 
Dodis et al proposed a key-insulated signature scheme in 2003. 
In the scheme, total lifetime of a certificate is divided to time 
periods and different secret keys are used for each time period. 
The master secret key is stored in the physically secure device 
and is not used for signing directly. The different secret keys are 
used for signature in each time period and they are refreshed by a 
computation with the master key. Therefore, the scheme can 
minimize the damage caused by a secret key’s exposure. 
However, it can not protect the user from the secret key’s 
exposure perfectly. We propose a method which can detect even 
a single illegitimate signature due to the exposure of a secret key 
in the key-insulated scheme. The method uses the one-time hash 
chain based on NOVOMODO and the counter. And it requires 
small modification of traditional PKI. The method can prevent 
the users from compromising a secret key effectively in the key-
insulated signature scheme. 
Key words: 
key-insulated signature, one-time hash chain, NOVOMODO, 
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1. Introduction 

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is a widespread and strong 
technology for providing the security (integrity, 
authentication, and non-repudiation) using public key 
techniques. The main idea of PKI is based on the digital 
certificate that is a digitally signed statement binding an 
entity (user or authority)’s identity information and his 
public key by CA (Certificate Authority)’s secret key. If 
the entity’s secret key is compromised or the entity’s 
identity information is changed, the entity makes a request 
to the CA for revoking its own certificate. The information 
whether the certificate is revoked or not is called CSI 
(Certificate Status Information) and CRL (Certificate 
Revocation Lists) is one of the most well-known methods 
for CSI [2, 7, 13]. 

1.1 CRL size and communication cost 

The CRL system has an advantage of its simplicity, 
however, it has a disadvantage of high communication 
cost between the user and the CA’s Repository (or 

Directory) storing the CRL. Therefore, in order to reduce 
the size of certificate revocation list (communication 
costs), computation cost and storage amounts, various 
methods have been suggested up to date. These are Delta-
CRL, CRL DP (Distributed Points), Over-issued CRL, 
Indirect CRL, Dynamic CRL DP, Freshest CRL, CRT 
(Certificate Revocation Trees), NOVOMODO, 
Authenticated Directory et al [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 16]. 

12 OCSP and computation cost 

If the client or user needs very timely CSI, an online 
certificate status service such as the OCSP (Online 
Certificate Status Protocol) is more convenient than the 
off-line method such as CRL et al [9]. In OCSP, since the 
client does not need to download a CRL from the CA’s 
Repository, the high communication cost between the 
client and the CA’s Repository and the storage spaces for 
storing the CRL are not required. However, if the CSI 
requests are centralized to an OCSP Responder, the OCSP 
Responder can have a risk of DoS (Denial of Service) 
attacks [15]. In order to reduce the risk of DoS attacks, the 
OCSP Responder can pre-produce a signed value for 
responses in a short time. However this may allow a 
possibility of the replay attacks [15, 16]. 

13 T-OCSP and D-OCSP 

To reduce the overload of single OCSP Responder in “T-
OCSP (Traditional-OCSP)”, “D-OCSP (Distributed-
OCSP)” is introduced [4, 15]. In D-OCSP, if distributed 
OCSP Responders have the same secret key, the 
possibility of OCSP Responder’s secret key exposure is 
very high [16]. Therefore, in the general D-OCSP model, 
each OCSP Responder has a different secret key and 
clients must have all of the OCSP Responder’s certificates 
for verifying CSI response of OCSP Responders. This 
gives an increase of storage amounts consumption or 
communication costs for acquiring the OCSP Responder’s 
certificates. For solving this problem, the method of single 
public key was proposed in D-OCSP-KIS (Distributed 
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OCSP based on Key-Insulated Signature) by Koga and 
Sakurai [15]. Also for solving the problem that the length 
of the single public key is in proportion to the number of 
OCSP Responder in D-OCSP-KIS, Daehyun Yum and 
Piljoong Lee proposed the D-OCSP-IBS(Distributed 
OCSP based on Identity-Based Signature) that the length 
of the single public key is constant and short [4]. In 
addition, a method for detecting the exposure of an OCSP 
Responder’s session secret key in D-OCSP-KIS was 
proposed by Younggyo Lee et al [20, 21]. 

14 Our Contributions 

However, the study for preventing the exposure of a user’s 
secret key is hardly accomplished up to date. Dodis et al 
proposed a key-insulated signature scheme at 2003 in [17, 
18] In the scheme, the master secret key is stored in the 
physically secure device and not used for signing directly. 
Total lifetime of the master secret key is divided into time 
periods and the different secret keys refreshed by the 
master key are used for each time period. Therefore the 
scheme can minimize the damage caused by the secret 
key’s exposure but can not protect the user from the secret 
key’s exposure in a time period perfectly. Just a single 
illegitimate signature by the exposure of a secret key can 
give extensive damage to the user in E-business or E-
commerce. In this paper, we propose a method that can 
detect even a single illegitimate signature caused by the 
exposure of a secret key in the key-insulated scheme. The 
method uses the one-time hash chain based on 
NOVOMODO and the counter. The method can prevent 
users from compromising the secret key effectively in the 
key-insulated signature scheme. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. In section 2, we present the key-
insulated signature scheme and NOVOMODO. In section 
3, we propose a method for detecting the exposure of a 
secret key in the key-insulated scheme. In section 4, we 
analyze the proposal in detail. In section 5, we show the 
characteristics of proposal and compare the proposed 
method to other methods. Finally, in section 6, we 
conclude our paper. 

2. Key-insulated signature scheme and 
NOVOMODO 

In this section, we present the key-insulated signature 
scheme proposed by Dodis et al first and show Micali’s 
NOVOMODO that our proposal based on. 

2.1 Key-insulated signature scheme 

In the key-insulated signature scheme, the master secret 
key (SK*) is stored in the physically secure device (PSD) 
and not used for signing directly. Total lifetime of the 

master secret key is divided into time periods and the 
different secret keys refreshed by the master key are used 
for each time period as shown in Fig. 1. The secret key 
(SKi) stored in the insecure device is refreshed at discrete 
time periods via interaction with the physically secure 
device which stores the master secret key. Therefore the 
scheme can minimize the damage caused by the secret key 
exposure until the secret key is changed. The key-
insulated signature scheme needs a 5-tuple of poly-time 
algorithms (Gen, Upd*, Upd, Sign, Vrfy) such that: 

 
Fig. 1  The concept of key-insulated signature scheme 

 Gen : the key generation algorithm 
 Upd

*: the physically secure device key-update 
algorithm 

 Upd : the user key-update algorithm 
 Sign : the signing algorithm 
 Vrfy : the signing verification algorithm 

 
At first, a user generates (PK, SK*, SK0) using Gen(1k, N) 
and publishes PK in the central location. The user stores 
SK* in the physically secure device and stores SK0 in the 
general device. SK0 is used for signing during the time 
period 0. When a time period (if the secret key is SKi) is 
finished, the user gets SK’i,j from the secure device using 
Upd

*(i,j,SK*). The user computes the next time period’s 
secret key SKj= Upd(i, j, SKi, SK’i,j) using SKi and SK’i,j. 
Sign algorithm is used for signing a message 
M(Signski(i,M)  i,s) and Vrfy algorithm is used for 
verifying the signature s of M(VrfyPK (M,<i,s>)  b) [17, 
18]. 
After computing SKj, the user erases SKi and SK’i,j. SKj is 
used for signing a message during the time period j 
without further access to the physically secure device. 
Therefore the scheme can minimize the damage caused by 
the secret key’s exposure. However the scheme cannot 
protect the user from the exposure of user’s secret key in a 
time period perfectly. If the secret key (SKi in Fig. 1) of a 
time period is exposed incidentally, it can be used for 
signing by an attacker acquiring it until it is changed (SKj 
in Fig. 1). Therefore the key-insulated signature scheme 
can minimize the damage caused by the secret key’s 
exposure but can not protect the user from the secret key’s 
exposure perfectly. 
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2.2 NOVOMODO 

In NOVOMODO, a user’s certificate Certuser includes two 
20-byte (160-bit) hash values in addition as shown in Fig. 
2. The one (X365) is used as “validity target” and the other 
(Y1) is used as “revocation target.”  

 
Fig. 2 The structure of certificate in MOVOMODO 

These values are produced by applying one-way hash 
function to two different 20-byte values randomly selected 
in CA. When the time interval is one day, The value X365 
is computed by 365 hashing operations from X0: X1=h(X0), 
X2=h(X1), .., X365=h(X364); and Y1 by 1 hashing operation 
from Y0: Y1=h(Y0). The CA keeps secretly the initial 
values X0, Y0 and all the intermediate values Xi. The CA 
releases the corresponding intermediate hash value to each 
user as a certificate’s “validity proof” (Xi) or “revocation 
proof” (Y0) at initial time of each interval. In E-business or 
E-commerce based on PKI, the verifier getting the user’s 
certificate and corresponding hash value compares two 
values using the hash function. If the result of comparison 
is the same, the verifier gets the message authentication 
and integrity concerning the released hash value (Xi or Y0) 
periodically and confirms the user’s certificate status by 
the hash value [16] 
Table 1 The comparison of storage amounts for hash chain stored in each 
time interval in CA 

time  interval 1 day 
1 

hour 
1 

minute 
15 

seconds 
1 

second
1 

certificat
e 

7.3 
K 

175.2 
K 

10.3 M 41 M 615 M 

Xi 
1 million 
certificat

es 

7.3 
G 

175.2 
G 

10512 
G 

42048 
G 

630720 
G 

1 
certificat

e 
73 K 

1752 
K 

103 M 410 M 6150 M
10 

level
s 

(Ai~
Ji) 

1 million 
certificat

es 

730 
G 

1752 
G 

10512
0 G 

420480 
G 

630720
0 G 

Unit : bytes. 
 
The well-known CRL holds the list of revoked certificate 
in the list. If a certificate does not appear in the CRL, then 
the certificate is deduced to be valid. Thus CRL is a 

double negative scheme but NOVOMODO is a 
positive/negative scheme that it releases the validity or 
revocation status. A big advantage of NOVOMODO is 
that it uses the hash function of small computation cost 
and storage amount (always produces 20-byte outputs) as 
given in Table 1.  CA may provide the hash value to a 
client as OCSP response or release it periodically or post it 
on the WWW (World Wide Web). The hash value is small. 
However, since the inversing of the hash function is 
practically impossible, anybody (e.g., attacker) cannot 
forge it and it offers the message authentication and 
integrity If the certificate includes 10 validity targets and 1 
revocation target and CA releases a different validity proof, 
a user can use the certificate as 10 certificates with 
different levels [16]. 

3. A method detecting the exposure of a secret 
key in the key-insulated signature scheme 

As we mentioned earlier, the key-insulated signature 
scheme can minimize the damage caused by the exposure 
of a secret key but can not protect the user from the 
exposure of a secret key perfectly. Therefore, in this 
section, we propose a method that detects even a single 
illegitimate signature by the exposure of a secret key of 
user. This proposal uses the one-time hash chain based on 
NOVOMODO and the counter. And its framework 
(includes the certificate format) is similar to general PKI. 

3.1 Requirements 

Our proposal has some requirements as follow. 

1) Both the user’s signature and the verifier’s certificate 
status validation (using OCSP) are established by 1 : 1 
in real time. 

2) The user’s certificate includes a hash value (of 20 
bytes) of “detection mark” for detecting the own secret 
key’s exposure. 

32 Proposal 

[Initial procedure : the user’s certificate issuance by CA] 

1) In this proposal, the user’s secret key is restricted by 
the number of signatures. Let K be the total number of 
signature usages for a user. For an example, K is 
10,000 if each user’s certificate is expired after 10,000 
signing operations. Thus, the certificate of the user is 
expired after 10,000 certificate status validations. The 
user computes Z0 by 10,000 hashing operations from 
random input value ZK using h as follows. 

Validity target 

),,,,,,( 0365 YXVSISNPKSigCert userSKuser CA
=

Revocation 
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 Fig. 3 The procedure of certificate issuance by CA 

2) The user sends the own public key, the own 
identification information, and the final hash value, Z0 
safely to CA for the request of own certificate issuance.  

3) The CA issues the user’s certificate Certuser by using 
own secret key. In Certuser, the hash value Z0 is also 
included as follows. SN is the serial number of 
certificate and V represents the validity period. I and S 
denote issuer and subject of certificate, respectively. 
And the CA sets the counter Cbefore for user to 0. The 
counter Cbefore is stored and managed in CA. 

),,,,,( 0ZVSISNPKSigCert userSKuser CA
=  

Cbefore←0 
 
4) The user stores his own master secret key, the input 

value and all intermediate values of step 1 in PSD 
securely.  

[Service procedure : signature and certificate status 
validation] 

1) When the user signs, he sends his own certificate and 
the hash value Zi with the signed message M to the 
verifier. The Zi is taken out from PSD and delivered 
in the order of Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., ZK 

iuserSKuser ZCertMSigM ,),(,  

2) After receiving the signed message from user, the 
verifier requests the user’s certificate status 
information to CA. Then he also delivers the user’s 
certificate and the hash value Zi with the OCSP 
request. 

iuser ZCertequestOCS ,,Pr  

 
Fig. 4 The procedure of signature and certificate status validation 

3) When the CA receives the OCSP request from the 
verifier, it repeatedly computes the hashing 
operation until the hashing operation result of Zi is 
equal to the hash values Z0 contained in the 
certificate. 

0?)( ZZh i
i  

If this holds, the CA can confirm the message 
authentication and integrity about the hash value Zi. 
And the counter Cnow (=i; the number of hashing 
operation in the present request) is compared with  
the stored counter Cbefore (the number of hashing  
operation in the previous request) by the following 
condition. 

1? +beforenow CC  

If the condition is satisfied, then the CA confirms 
that the user’s secret key was not used in an 
illegitimate signature. Otherwise, CA concludes 
that the user’s secret key was exposed and used 
illegitimately by an attacker. 

4) In step 3, if the condition about the counter is 
satisfied, the CA increases the counter Cbefore by 1 
and sets the counter Cnow to “0.” And the CA delivers 
the corresponding OCSP response including the 
user’s certificate status information (“good”) to the 
verifier. Otherwise, he returns the response 
(“revoked”) to the verifier. And he revokes the user’s 
certificate and informs user that user’s secret key is 
exposed and used by an attacker illegitimately. The 
CA goes to step 1 to process the next OCSP request. 

user verifier

CA 

Step 1
iuserSK ZCertMSigM

user
,),(,

Step 2 
OCSP request,Certuser Zi 

Step 4 
OCSP response 

Step 3: 1? +beforenow CC

user verifier

CA 

Step 1 

011 Z
h

Z
h

Z
h

Z
h

Z iKK
→→→→

− LL

Step 2 
PKuser, Z0, Informuser 

0←beforeC

Step 3 
),,( 0ZPKSigCert userSKuser CA

L=
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4. Analysis 

In this section, we analyze the proposed method in detail 
for each step. 

1) The hash value Z0 included in the certificate          
The hash value Z0 included in the user’s certificate is 
used as “detection mark” for detecting the exposure 
of the user’s secret key. The hash value is a final 
value of hash chain computed by the user. When Zi is 
received with the request of the certificate status 
information from the verifier, the CA can have the 
message authentication and integrity about Zi by 
comparing Zi with Z0through the hashing 
computation.  

2) The hash values of ZK,...,Zi,...,Z1 stored in PSD    
Since the hash values of ZK,...,Zi,...,Z1 are computed 
using the one-way hash function, the inverse 
computation is impossible. These values are 
computed in a user’s PC and stored in PSD securely. 
When user signs a message, these values are taken 
out from PSD and delivered in order of Z1,...,Zi,...,ZK 
to the verifier with signed message step by step. 
Therefore an attacker cannot compute the hash 
values. In other words, these values are uniquely 
delivered values and the attacker cannot forge and 
reuse the hash values.  

3) The hash value Zi delivered to the CA via the verifier                                                  
The hash value Zi with signed message is delivered to 
the verifier and it with the OCSP request is sent to 
the CA. The value cannot be forged by an attacker 
and she cannot re-compute the previous hash value 
Zi+1. And the CA can have the integrity about Zi 
received by hashing operation and comparing Zi with 
Z0 included in certificate. Therefore Zi does not need 
the signature when it is delivered to the CA via the 
verifier.  

4) The counter Cbefore and Cnow in the CA                          
The counter Cbefore and Cnow are used for judging the 
illegitimate signature by the user’s secret key. The 
Cbefore is increased one by one in normal case and its 
value represents the number of the previous hashing 
operations. The Cnow is the number of present 
hashing operations when comparing the Zi and Z0 in 
CA. Therefore if the user’s signature is not used 
illegitimately, the difference of these counters is 

(Cnow = Cbefore +1). Otherwise, we acknowledge that a 
secret key of user is compromised and the 
illegitimate signature use is performed by the attacker.  
In case that the difference of these counters is 0 
( Cnow = Cbefore), the illegitimate signature use is 
performed using the hash value of latest signature. In 
case that the Cnow is less then the Cbefore (Cnow < 
Cbefore), the illegitimate signature is performed using 
the old hash value. In cay case, even if the attacker 
forges illegitimate signature only once, the proposed 
method can detect it immediately. 

5. Characteristics and comparisons 

In this section, we explain the characteristics of the 
proposed method and compare it to traditional PKI and 
key-insulated signature scheme. The detailed 
characteristics are as follows: 

[Immediate exposure detection of a secret key of user] 

The user’s secret key is kept securely and is used at the 
signature in PKI. However in the key-insulated scheme, 
the possibility of each user’s secret keys exposure is 
higher than that of server’s because the user’s PC has the 
weak points concerning the system security in general 
(e.g., firewall) and each secret key is stored in un-
physically secure device. In the proposal, the certificate 
status request for each user’s signature is checked one by 
one using the one-time hash chain. Even if the attacker 
that acquires a secret key of the user uses only one-time 
illegitimate signature, the CA can detect it immediately at 
the procedure of the certificate status validation. 

[The computation costs and storage amounts in the user] 

Table 2: The computation costs and storage amounts in the user by the 
number of signature 
The number 

of  
signatures 

100 1,000 5,000 10,000 

The number 
of hashing 
operations 

100 1,000 5,000 10,000 

The number 
of stored hash 
values (Max.)

100 1,000 5,000 10,000 

Storage 
amount for 

the hash 
values (Max.)

1.95 
Kbytes 

19.53 
Kbytes 

97.66 
Kbytes 

195.31 
Kbytes 

 

In the proposal, the user uses the hash chain to CA for 
delivering the unique value that an attacker cannot forge it. 
Each user computes the number of 10,000 hashing 
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operations and stores the input and all the intermediate values safely. Table 2 shows the computation costs and 
Table 3: The comparison of the proposal with other methods 

 proposal traditional PKI 
key-insulated 

signature scheme 

structure modified (+ 20bytes) - - 
certificate 

validity 
10,000 times  

(+- is possible) 
365 days 365 days 

OCSP request form 
adds certificate,  

hash value 
- - 

OCSP response form - - - 

additional computation costs for 
CA 

average 5,000 hashing operations / 
OCSP request (during service) 

 - 

additional  
storage amount 

2 bytes /user 
(1. 907 M bytes in total) 

 - 

additional communication costs 
certificate, hash value / OCSP request

(acceptor  CA) 
- - 

initially 
10,000 hashing 
operations / user 

- Gen(1k,N) for PK,SK*,SK0 additional 
computation 
costs for user 

each time 
interval 

- - Upd*, Upd 

additional storage amount for 
user 

maximum 
195.31 K bytes 

- 
secret key  

at each period 

additional loads  
for acceptor 

receive hash value, 
send certificate,  

hash value 
- - 

possibility of wrong response × O O 

security of user’s secret key high no medium 

detection of user’s secret key 
exposure 

O × × 
possible number of illegitimate 

signature 
only 1 

from hundreds 
to thousands of times 

from several 
to hundreds of times 

detector of illegal signature CA × × 
detection time of illegitimate 

signature 
at once × (later) × (later) 

signer : verifier 1 : 1 n : n n : n 

implementation 
Internet banking, E-commerce, E-

business 
All kind All kind 

Notes. O : Supported, × : Not supported for the number of certificates is 1,000,000 and the number of usage times (K) is 10,000

storage amounts of the user by the number of signature. In 
case the number of 10,000 signatures, 10,000 hashing 
operations are required and this is equaled to only the 
number of 1 signature operation because the hash 
operation is at least 10,000 times faster in computation 
than a signature operation [15, 16]. 195.31 K bytes are 
needed for storing the hash chain and the hash chain is 
reduced according to delivery of hash value at the 
signature. Therefore the computation cost and the storage 
amounts are not the overload to user.  

[The number of use times of user’s secret key] 

In the proposed method, the secret key (the certificate) of 
a user is used for the limited number of times because one-
time hash value is used in the validity proof of user’s 
secret key. As above, it is supposed that the number of 
times K is 10,000. In this case, the CA computes 1 hash 
operation at the first OCSP request and the 10,000 hash 
operations at 10,000-th OCSP request for detecting the 
exposure of the user’s secret key. Thus, the CA computes 
average 5,000 hashing operations. Of course, K can be set 
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bigger (e.g., 20000, 50000, 100000) or smaller (e.g., 8000, 
5000, 2000). However setting K bigger than 10,000 is 
inefficient because the required computation time is larger 
than 1 digital signature time. If different 3 hash values are 
added to the user’s certificate, the number of usage times 
of user’s secret key is increased and the number of hash 
operation is decreased in the CA. Suppose that these 3 
hash values are computed by 5,000 hashing operations 
from different initial values. The total number of usage 
times K is 15,000, but the CA only computes average 
2,500 hashing operations for 1 OCSP request. When the 
user spends all of the number of usage times, it computes a 
new hash-chain and transfers the only final hash value to 
the CA unless its secret key is compromised or public key 
and other information is changed [20-22].  

[The computation costs and storage amounts in CA] 

In this proposal, the CA should manage the counter Cbefore 
for each user. The integer variable of 2 bytes is needed for 
storing the maximum value 10,000 in it. Suppose that the 
CA is a big CA with 1,000,000 issued certificates. The 
storage amounts of 1.907 M bytes are needed for 
1,000,000 certificates. The storing and managing of the 
quantity does not give an overload to CA. As we 
mentioned earlier, the CA computes averagely 5,000 
hashing operations when K is 10,000. The computation 
costs also do not give an overload to the CA. 

[The additional communication costs] 

In this proposal, the hash value of 20 bytes is delivered 
from the user to the verifier additionally and the 
communication cost is small. And the user’s certificate 
and the hash value are sent to the CA with OCSP request. 
The CA can acquire the user’s certificate in Directory 
directly. In any case, the CA should acquire 1 certificate 
and 20-byte hash value additionally in this proposal. 

[The PKI structure and procedure having small 
modifications] 

There are slight differences between our proposal and the 
traditional PKI in the structure (including the certificate 
format) and procedure. The differences in our PKI 
structure and procedure can be summarized as follows: (1) 
each user has a hash chain and sends the hash value Zi 
with the signed document, (2) verifier sends the hash 
value Zi with the OCSP request, and (3) CA maintains the 
counter Cbefore, computes the hash operations and 
comparisons. The difference in our certificate format is 
that each user’s certificate has a hash value of 20 bytes for 
the detection mark in addition. 

[The frequency of the communicating with the PSD] 

In this proposal, the user needs to communicate with the 
PSD to get the hash values of ZK,...,Zi,...,Z1 whenever he 
signs a message. Thus the frequency of the communicating 
with the PSD is increased, and the frequency of the PSD’s 
connection to insecure environments is also increased. 
After all, it puts the PSD in a higher risk of exposure. As 
the master secret key is stored in PSD, the key-insulated 
signature system will be broken by the only one exposure 
of PSD. Therefore, for reducing the risk of the master 
secret key, two PSDs are required as like PKIPE(Parallel 
Key-Insulated Public Encryption) [6]. The master secret 
key is stored in PSD1 and the hash values are stored in 
PSD2 In PSD2, the user-defined password can be used to 
protect the hash values against abuse [6]  

We compare the proposed method to traditional PKI and 
key-insulated signature scheme such as in Table 3. In 
Table 3, we see that the proposal has some disadvantages. 
These disadvantages include the facts that the user’s secret 
key has a limited usage times, the small computation costs 
and storage amounts is increased in CA and user and the 
small communication costs is increased between verifier 
and CA. However the proposal has some advantages. One 
big advantage of this proposal is the detection the 
exposure of user’s secret keys. And it has an advantage of 
delivering correct response to verifier. In addition, it has 
an advantage of accounting the user’s certificate rate by 
the number of times. 

6. Conclusions 

In the key-insulated signature scheme, the damage of the 
secret key’s exposure can be minimized. But, even just 
one-time illegitimate signature by the exposure of a secret 
key can give extensive damage to the user in E-business or 
E-commerce. Therefore we propose a method that can 
detect immediately even just one-time illegitimate 
signature by the exposure of a secret key of user. The 
method uses the one-time hash chain based on 
NOVOMODO and its structure and procedure are similar 
to the traditional PKI. 

We analyze the proposed method in detail and compare it 
to the traditional PKI and the key-insulated signature 
scheme. Our proposal uses the one-time hash chain 
requiring small resource and can prevent the users from 
compromising the secret key effectively and perfectly in 
the key-insulated signature scheme. The method can 
increase the security of the user’s secret key in PKI. 
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